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Background
Svalbard Tourism has since many years organized and offered guide-training courses for frontpersonnel and guides in Svalbard. A module-based training has been followed by authorizations
based on which courses and the levels of practice the guides have undertaken. A great number of
guides who are working or have worked in Svalbard are authorized “Svalbard-guides” through the
Svalbard guide- and expedition-leader courses.
Since the guide training was owned and organized by the local tourism industry most participants
have been front-personnel and guides working for local tourism-related companies. The courses have
been held in Norwegian only. Recently it was decided to evaluate and try to revitalizes the Svalbard
guide and expedition-leader courses. A closer co-operation with the local university and other
expertise and offering the courses in English language was considered together with an evaluation
and re-organization of the different courses.
With project funding from Svalbard Environmental Protection Fund the “Svalbard guide training” was
reborn in 2010 as a co-operation between Svalbard Tourism and the University Centre in Svalbard
(UNIS). All courses are held in English and during 2010 the new model has been tested.
Association of Arctic Expedition Cruise Operators (AECO) has been part of the project group
evaluating the guide training in Svalbard. We consider the “Svalbard guide training” as a good
program for guides in Svalbard. We believe that part of the training program could have been
valuable for expedition leaders and guides working on expedition cruise vessels, but appreciate that
the courses first and foremost aims at training guides for land-based activities.
AECO would like to investigate if it is possible to establish training for guides and expedition leaders
working on expedition cruise vessels in Svalbard on the basis of the new “Svalbard guide training”.

Project description
AECO decided to apply for funding from Svalbard Environmental Protection Fund and the description
below is how the project more or less was described in the application.
“Svalbard Tourism Board has recently evaluated and reconditioned the “Svalbard guide training”.
Simultaneously a one year Arctic guide study has started at the University Center in Svalbard. AECO
has been part of the reference group in these two projects and highly support these educationmeasures. Education and knowledge is not only a key to success in the “tourism product” but also
the best way to ensure an environmental friendly and considerate tourism in Svalbard.
The tourism industry in Svalbard is an international industry and AECO is therefore very much in
favor of that the “Svalbard guide training” in the future will be offered in English. Within the
expedition cruise industry in Svalbard a majority of the expedition leaders and guides do not speak
Norwegian and this part of the industry are now given the possibility to apply both to the “Svalbard
guide training as well as the new “Arctic nature guide” one year university education at UNIS.
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However, the “Svalbard guide training” still aims first and foremost on land-based tourism activities.
Even if the basic courses are suitable for anyone working in the industry, we appreciate that the
motivation for cruise guides taking these courses may be limited due to the focus on land-based
activities.
AECO would therefore like to carry out a pre-study on the possibility to develop a cruise-guide course
as part of the “Svalbard guide training”. The organization of such a pre-study will be done the same
way as Svalbard Tourism organized their project. This includes setting up a reference group where all
sides of developing and organizing such a course will be discussed. We picture that the cruise-guide
course will be an extension of the basic courses, length and content to be discussed in the reference
group.
As this project is very dependent on the co-operation with and interest from Svalbard Tourism, there
has been contact with their manager who fully support the idea. As this is only a pre-study, the costs
of this project are limited to working-hours.

Project organization
The project has been organized as a correspondence-group with the following participants:





Trygve Steen, Spitsbergen Travel
Martin Karlsen, Polar Star Expedition
Jørn Henriksen, Hurtigruten
Per Magnus Sander, PolarQuest

In addition a reference group has been established with the following participants:




Unni Myklevoll, Svalbard Tourism
Fred Schancke Hansen, University Center in Svalbard
Sigmund Andersen, Arctic nature guide education

Project-leader: Frigg Jørgensen, AECO
The reference-group has also been organized as a correspondence-group but individual meetings
have been held with each participant in the reference group.
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Present Svalbard guide training
A description of present Svalbard guide training has been collected from Svalbard Tourism. Parts of
the information is also available on UNIS’ web-page
http://www.unis.no/45_LOGISTICS/SGO/default.htm and this part is in English. The majority of the
information was however available in Norwegian only. The listings below are therefore an
unauthorized translation by AECO. We have also allowed ourselves a few shortcuts where this has
been considered to have no major consequences for the content.

Overall objectives
Prevent accidents and injuries in connection with travel in Svalbard
Safeguard Svalbard’s unique nature environment, culture remains and history through:


Traceless travel



Communicating knowledge and attitudes towards nature, cultural remains and local culture

Increase quality in the tourism product by giving guest good adventures and meaningful
learning-experiences

Increase status of the guide-profession

Organizational structure and course overview
The Svalbard guide training is owned by Svalbard Tourism whiles the University in Svalbard (UNIS)
have the practical responsibility for the courses. Svalbard Tourism is responsible for the authorization
of “Svalbard-guides”.
The Svalbard guide training is module-based.
Module 1

Time

Subject

Basic Svalbard guide
Web-based self-study

Knowledge about the Arctic nature on Svalbard
The history of Svalbard and knowledge of the present society.
Communication and basic guide skills.
-Governing and management of Svalbard

Written exam

Pass / Fail

The Longyearbyen
community, incl the
Governor on
Svalbard.

1 day

Get to know the Longyearbyen community.
Information from the Governor of Svalbard
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The Guide and the
environment

1 day

How to move around in the Svalbard nature in a safe and
environmentally friendly manner.
Guide competence and communication skills.
The guide’s role as part of the adventure production
Increased awareness about climate changes and challenges
related to the local culture.

Module 2

Time

Subject

Svalbard safety
course

1 day

Polar bear safety
Weapons and pyrotechnics
Managing accidents and first-aid

Module 3

Time

Subject

Summer-field guide
Web-based self-study
Practical summerfield summer

Navigation
Walking on glaciers
2 days

Driving open boats
Establishing camp
Planning a tour
Navigation
Practical guiding and disseminate

Guiding in summer-landscape
Winter-field guide
Web-based self-study

Glaciers
Avalanches and snow
Sea-ice
Navigation
Camp-routines

Practical winter-field

Tour-planning
Navigation
Practical guiding and disseminate
Svalbard in winter
Glaciers
Avalanches and snow
Sea-ice

Module 4

Time

Glacier-guide
Web-based self-study
Practical glacier
guide

Subject
Glacier handbook
Svalbard glaciers

6 days

Glaciers
Equipment and knots
How to use safety equipment
Movement techniques
Rope-teams
Navigation and orientation on glaciers
Alpine hazards
Partner rescue
Choosing a path
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Module 5

Time

Subject

Intensive Svalbard
guide – web-based
self study

Nature
Culture and history
Management of Svalbard
Dissemination

Written exam

Pass / Fail

Local community and 1 day
management

Longyearbyen guide 5 hours
Meeting the Governor 3 hours

Safety

Polar bear safety
Weapon/pyrotechnics

1 day

Professional content
This chapter further explains the content of each module. The color refers to the colors in the model
above.

MODULE 1 Basic
Module 1

Time

Subject

Basic Svalbard guide
Web-based self-study

Knowledge about the Arctic nature on Svalbard
The history of Svalbard and knowledge of the present society.
Communication and basic guide skills.
-Governing and management of Svalbard

Written exam

Pass / Fail

The Longyearbyen
community, incl the
Governor on
Svalbard.

1 day

Get to know the Longyearbyen community.
Information from the Governor of Svalbard

The Guide and the
environment

1 day

How to move around in the Svalbard nature in a safe and
environmentally friendly manner.
Guide competence and communication skills.
The guide’s role as part of the adventure production
Increased awareness about climate changes and challenges
related to the local culture.

BASIC SVALBARD GUIDE – self study, written test
By undertaking a web-based self study, and a two day basics course in Longyearbyen, the
participants should have acquired knowledge about Svalbard’s nature, cultural heritage, history and
local official regulations. The participants should also have gained an awareness and understanding
about the different aspects of the guide role.
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Learning goals nature
Knowing how to determine the species of Svalbard’s flora and fauna
Knowing the connection between plant’s habitats and the local nature
Knowing bird’s and terrestrial and marine animal’s mode of living and basis for existence
Knowing how the landscape has been formed, the different stratum and the geology in
central parts for Svalbard
Knowing how coal and other minerals have been formed
Knowing the different fossils, how old they are and how they have been created
Knowing how a glacier is formed and the different types of glaciers and how they move,
including surging
Knowing meteorological concepts and the typical weather situations in Svalbard
Knowing the interactions in Svalbard’s nature and how human interference may impact
Knowing how Svalbard and the Arctic can be effected by global environmental changes
Learning goals history and society
Knowing the history of Svalbard
Knowing the development of industries in Svalbard
Knowing the establishment and development of settlements, trapper stations and scientific
stations
Knowing the development of the Svalbard Treaty and the content of the treaty
Knowing how to read the signs after humans in the landscape
Learning goals dissemination and basic guide techniques
Knowing different presentation techniques
Knowing different ways of guiding
Knowing different ways of dissemination and story-telling
Raise consciousness in regards to guides in the meeting between guides and guests
Learning goals in regulations and management of Svalbard
Basic knowledge on central Acts and regulations
Basic knowledge on the management of Svalbard
Knowledge about various guidelines

LOCAL COMMUNITY AND MEETING THE GOVERNOR, 1 day
The day has two main topics. A majority will be used on knowledge about Longyearbyen, local history
and central institutions. Part to will be a meeting with the Governor’s office
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Learning goals local community
Knowing local history
Knowing the social development
Knowledge of cultural remains in Longyearbyen
Guiding Svalbard museum
Meeting Airlift
Learning goals The Governor of Svalbard
Preventing violations of the law
Preventing accidents
Knowing challenges relating to tourism management
Practical approaches to Acts and regulations
Establishing good relationships between the tourism industry and the government
Be motivated as guide to work as a tool in the management of Svalbard’s nature and cultural
remains.

THE GUIDE AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Following the basic self-study one day will be used on using the basic knowledge in a local context
and to create consciousness on the guide’s obligations to create unique nature and cultural based
experiences. This will again create stronger environmental awareness and commitments.
Learning goals the guide and the environment
Consciousness in regards to safe and traceless travel
Consciousness in regards to professional competence and dissemination in the role as guide
See the guide as a part of the “experience-production”
How the guide can create meaningful experiences and learning in nature
See the connection between the local and the global environment
Understanding the guide-role
Consciousness and respect in regards to local cultures, societies and basis of existence
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MODULE 2 Safety course
SVALBARD SAFETY COURSE – 1 DAY
Module 2

Time

Subject

Svalbard safety
course

1 day

Polar bear safety
Weapons and pyrotechnics
Managing accidents and first-aid

Learning to manage the special safety risks in the Svalbard nature such as polar bear protection, first
aid and managing accidents
Required foreknowledge: Minimum 2 days first-aid course during the last two years.
Learning goals polar bear safety
Knowing fact about the polar bear
Knowing preventive polar bear safety and routines when moving around in Svalbard’s nature
Knowing how to kill a polar bear in self-defense
Knowing safety rules for weapon handling
Knowing how to use a weapon
Knowing how to maintain a weapon
Practice shooting
Knowing how to use
o Signal pistol
o Signal pen
o Trip wires with flares
o Signal flare
Pass a shooting test
Learning goals managing accidents
Knowing how to alert if an accidents happens
Knowing how to use emergency communication systems
Knowing the structure of search and rescue operations
Learning goals first aid
Knowing how to examine a patient
Knowing how to prevent and handle back-accidents and broken bones
Knowing how to prevent and handle frost bites
Knowing HLR
Knowing the first aid equipment
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MODULE 3 Field guide
Module 3

Time

Summer-field guide
Web-based self-study
Practical summerfield summer

Subject
Navigation
Walking on glaciers

2 days

Driving open boats
Camping
Planning a tour
Navigation
Practical guiding and disseminate

Guiding in summer-landscape
Winter-field guide
Web-based self-study

Glaciers
Avalanches and snow
Sea-ice
Navigation
Camp-routines

Practical winter-field

Tour-planning
Navigation
Practical guiding and disseminate
Svalbard in winter
Glaciers
Avalanches and snow
Sea-ice

SVALBARD FIELD COURSE, SUMMER – SELF STUDY
Learning goals navigation
Knowing Svalbard-maps
Knowing how to use UTM and GRIP map-references
Knowing how to use a GPS
Learning goals glaciers
Knowing the movements of glaciers
Knowing how crevasses are formed
Knowing the different snow-bridges
Learning goals “walking on tundra”
Knowing effects of walking in tundra
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PRACTICAL SUMMER FIELD COURSE
The participants shall be given a practical training in the basic elements connected with travel and
camping in Svalbard during simmerLearning goals driving open boats
Emergency equipment and how to use it
Dressing in open boats
Navigation and sea charts
Drift-wood and sea-ice
Communication
Safety precautions when meeting walruses
Learning goals camping
Considerations when establishing a camp
How to organize a camp
Establishing a camp
Camping-routines
Learning goals tour-planning
Simple risk-analyses
Knowing the health, environment and safety aspects of tour-planning
Knowing good routines for tour planning before meeting the guest and in co-operation with
the guests during the tour
Knowing about alpine risks
Walking steep mountains
Knowing risks when walking close by glaciers
Knowing risks when driving in front of glaciers
Learning goals navigation
Detailed knowledge of navigation by maps and GPS
Learning-goals practical nature and history dissemination
Making it an interesting tour by
Knowing where to stop
Knowing what to say
Knowing how to make it exiting
How to organize the information
Knowing how to lead the group safely
Knowing what “travel by competence” means
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Conduct an walking excursion including one overnight stay in a camp. Packing on night,
transport by boat, establish a camp.

SVALBARD FIELD COURSE, winter
The course is not further explained here as it is not considered relevant for cruise guides.

MODULE 4 Glacier guide
GLACIER GUIDE
Module 4

Time

Glacier-guide
Web-based self-study
Practical glacier
guide

Subject
Glacier handbook
Svalbard glaciers

6 days

Glaciers
Equipment and knots
How to use safety equipment
Movement techniques
Rope-teams
Navigation and orientation on glaciers
Alpine hazards
Partner rescue
Choosing a path

The course is not further explained here as it is not considered relevant for cruise guides.

MODULE 5 Intensive
INTENSIVE SVALBARD GUIDE COURSE
Module 5

Time

Subject

Intensive Svalbard
guide – web-based
self study

Nature
Culture and history
Management of Svalbard
Dissemination

Written exam

Pass / Fail

Local community and 1 day
management

Longyearbyen guide 5 hours
Meeting the Governor 3 hours

Safety

Polar bear safety
Weapon/pyrotechnics

1 day
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Participants who qualify for the intensive course have long experience as guides from other areas
than Svalbard and have a formal competence which by far exceeds the Svalbard guide training
courses. By this intensive course these guides should gain the competence which is unique for
guiding in Svalbard.
Theoretical self-study followed by one day basic course in Longyearbyen and one day safety course.

Experience
Module 1, 2, 3 and 4 have been carried out during 2010, while module 5 has not been tested yet. An
evaluation done in November 2010 revealed the need for minor adjustments such a need for more
time at the summer field-course and a clearer distribution on responsibilities between Svalbard
Tourism and UNIS, but the education program as a whole is considered to be good. A challenge is
connected to having the necessary number of participant to carry out the courses.

Project-group discussion
In principle the project group is in favor of guide training and considers it positive if courses for cruise
guides were available.
The overall objectives for the Svalbard guide training in regards to being a way of preventing
accidents, safeguarding the environment and cultural remains, increased quality and increased status
for guides are fully supported.
The model with a module-based training is also considered good and suitable for cruise-guides as
well.
The largest challenge for development of guide courses in Longyearbyen aimed at cruise guides is the
distance to the potential participants. Except for a small group of locally based guides, cruise guides
working in the Arctic and in Svalbard spread all over the world throughout the year. This gives
organizational as well as economical challenges.
Secondly today’s guide-training is very much aimed at land-based activity and is also to a certain
degree Longyearbyen oriented. Several subjects in today’s guide training program are not relevant
for cruise guides, while some relevant issues are not covered. Cruise-guides in Svalbard needs to
know some about very much, included general information about all settlements. The large focus on
Longyearbyen in today’s guide training program may need to be deadened for the benefit of more
time on cruise related issues for the training to be suitable for cruise-guides.
As winter-activities are not relevant for cruise guides the project-group have concentrated on the
first modules of present Svalbard guide training program when considering if it can be adjusted to
become relevant for cruise-guides.
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This includes:


Module 1 – Basic



Module 2 – Safety



Module 3, part I – Summer-field

MODULE 1 – BASIC
Module 1

Time

Present Svalbard guide
training

Recommended Svalbard
cruise guide training

Basic Svalbard guide
Web-based self-study

Knowledge about the Arctic
nature on Svalbard
The history of Svalbard and
knowledge of the present
society.
Communication and basic
guide skills.
-Governing and management
of Svalbard

Follow the present
education/literature study on
web
Add: cultural remains

Written exam

Pass / Fail

Web-based time-limited test
including all subjects in this
module.
Web-study: Acts and
regulations, management of
Svalbard. The different
communities in Svalbard

The Longyearbyen
community, incl the
Governor on
Svalbard.

1 day

Get to know the
Longyearbyen community.
Information from the
Governor of Svalbard

The Guide and the
environment

1 day

How to move around in the
Web-study: the guide as a
Svalbard nature in a safe and role-model, attitudes and
environmentally friendly
actions
manner.
Guide competence and
communication skills.
The guide’s role as part of
the adventure production
Increased awareness about
climate changes and
challenges related to the local
culture.

When the content of the basic course have been adjusted to the cruise guide needs, the project
group finds that a basic Svalbard guide course can be made fully available on internet, included a
final exam. Most of the literature connected to present basic course (available on UNIS web-site) is
considered relevant. It is however a need to adjust or develop a few more compendium to cover the
“management and communities”-subjects and “the guide’s role” subject which for the cruise guides
needs to be part of the web-study.
Also the exam needs to be available as part of the web-study. By limiting the time available to get
through the test one can assure that the candidate does not have time to look up the answers.
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The necessary adjustments are considered to be limited to adding/adjusting to some of the literature
and developing a web-based multiple-choice-test to make this part of the guide training suitable for
cruise guides.
MODULE 2 – SAFETY
Module 2

Time

Present Svalbard guide
training

Recommended Svalbard
cruise guide training

Svalbard safety
course

1 day

Polar bear safety
As present model
Weapons and pyrotechnics
Managing accidents and firstaid

The project group finds that this module does not need any adjustment to become relevant for the
cruise guides. The project-group therefore recommend that it`s used as it is so that the course can be
held once a year for all guides, both land-based and cruise-guides.
This involves that the cruise guide needs to travel to Svalbard for the safety course. If this is directly
followed by the cruise guide field course (see below) the total amount of time the guide needs to be
in Svalbard for the course are 2,5 days.
MODULE 3 – SVALBARD FIELD COURSE
Module 3

Time

Summer-field guide
Web-based self-study
Practical summerfield summer

2 days

Subject

Recommend Svalbard cruise
guide training

Navigation
Walking on glaciers

New field based course, 1, 5
days onboard a vessel

Driving open boats
Camping
Planning a tour
Navigation
Practical guiding and

Planning and carrying out a
landing from a cruise vessel:
Considering a site
Planning the landing
Organizing the landing
Embarking/disembarking
tender-boats/small boats
Handling guns and other bear
deterrents.
Consideration on site
Group organization
Information
Guidelines
Guiding
Environmental precautions
Cultural heritage precautions
Safety precautions
Guest experience
The guide’s role
Attitudes and actions

disseminate
Guiding in summerlandscape
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The project group’s opinion is that the need for a practical cruise-guide course is best met by
developing a new module 3 especially for cruise guides. Present field course have elements which are
also relevant for cruise guides, but they are few and trying to adjust this course to meet cruise guide
needs is not an alternative as the projects group sees it.
Their recommendation is a 1,5 days practical field course onboard a vessel. In the afternoon (after
the safety course) the vessel leaves Longyearbyen for a location in Isfjorden with a variety of qualities
and challenges. Trygghamna and Ymerbukta are examples of locations this could be.
The afternoon spent onboard can be used on lectures and landing preparations while the vessel sail
to anchor-position. Day 2 can be fully used to explain and test different practical sides with a landing.
This includes preparation, information and gun handling, tendering, site considerations, guidelines,
organization, safety and much more. At the end of the day the vessel can return to Longyearbyen.
The project-group believes that AECO has many skilled expedition leaders who potentially can in
charge of the practical part of this course. As quality assurance UNIS safety department can be hired
as expertise on gun handling on vessels/boats and when landing, and practical polar bear safety.
Finding a suitable vessel for this purpose may be a challenge. So will costs. The project-group would
like to propose a co-operation with the Governor and use of the Governor’s vessel for this purpose,
at least for a trial period of 2-3 years. The need is 1,5 days and one overnight stay onboard. Governor
officials can take part as specialists on environmental issues and considerations. This has however
not been further discussed with the Governor.

Economics
COSTS
Costs for this education-package are connected to a few main areas. There will be an administrative
cost connected to planning and organizing of the courses. This also involves adjusting and adding to
course literature and setting up the web-based test in the basic course. Planning and preparation of
the new “field course” will also be resource-demanding, especially the first year. Preparatory-costs
and administration is expected to decline from year one to year two and again to year three. The
annual costs for the safety practical guide course will be very dependent on which solution can be
found for a vessel. If rental is needed the costs will be very high while a cooperation with the
Governor and use of the Governor’s vessel probably would mean a great difference.

PRICES
Present guide courses have the following prices for participants (examples 2011):
Basic course NOK 1500/1250 (members of Svalbard Tourism)
Safety course NOK 2000/1750 (members of Svalbard Tourism)
Winter field
NOK 5500/5250 (members of Svalbard Tourism)
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Since the proposed adjusted basic course is suggested as web-based only with no presence and
lectures required, it may be assumed that this course can be offered to a lower price than present
basic course.
No adjustment has been suggested for the safety course and it should therefore be possible to offer
for the same price.
Present field course duration is 3 days and costs NOK 5500 for participation. If we assume a “dayrate” of app NOK 1800, it might be proper to offer a new 1,5 days cruise guide field course for a price
around NOK 2700 – 3000 (overnight stay onboard included). This price will however not cover the
cost of such a course if vessel-rental is to be included.

AUTHORIZATION
To become authorized as cruise-guide the project-group finds it expedient if cruise guides follows the
same procedure as other guides. This involves the need to have participated in the courses, passed
the mandatory tests and worked as cruise guide for a minimum period/amount of time.
The term “cruise guide” also needs to be considered in relation to the term “expedition leader”
which is normally used onboard expedition cruise vessels on the “head” guide. A cruise guide
authorization does not necessarily need to equal an “expedition leader” authorization.
In any case an authorization committee needs to be established. This could perhaps be the same as
present authorization committee if cruise guide competence is added to the committee.

TEMPORARY CONCLUSIONS
The project-group made the following temporary conclusions
Module 1 – Basic needs to be fully available on web, including the final test. Today’s content needs
smaller adjustments to meet cruise guide needs.
Module 2 – Safety does not need any adjustment to meet the cruise guided needs, but the
requirement for at least 2-days first-aid course before entering the course is considered a challenge.
Module 3 – Summer field is not suitable for cruise-guides. A new model/module aiming at cruise
guides needs to be developed and the project group recommends 1,5 days practical cruise-guide
training onboard a vessel. The course should be developed in a co-operation between AECO, UNIS
and the Governor.
Authorization – can follow present model with small adjustments.
None of the reference-group participants had any objections to the described model
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Expected participation
AECO-members
To get a picture of potential participation in cruise guide courses AECO made an inquiry among
members. Members were presented with the model as suggested by the project-group, offered to
prices on present courses’ level. Eleven of the fourteen members responded to the inquiry.
A majority of these members pointed to costs and administration of EL/guides to Svalbard prior to a
sailing season as a large obstacle for a successful guide training in Longyearbyen. Most members
have in-house training which is much less expensive and far easier to administrate than sending
guides to Longyearbyen. But most members appreciate the need for training and points to the basic
course (module 1) as potential start for a development with cruise guide training offered in
Longyearbyen.

Others
It has been difficult to measure other “non-members” interest for a cruise guide training. We do
however know that vacant positions as staff-members onboard expedition cruise vessel draw large
interest and many applications. Cruise-vessels are by many considered attractive as a place to work.
We also know that there are many who has already taken guide courses and also worked as guides in
Svalbard, but perhaps not as cruise guides. Among these there are expected to be quite a few
interested in expedition cruise vessel staff positions if available. A cruise guide course may be
considered a door-opener and we therefore dare draw the conclusion that a cruise guide course
could draw participants from the various environments, not only from those already engaged in
cruise industry activities.

Conclusions
Despite the potential for external participants in a cruise guide training program, AECO at this stage
draws the conclusion that the obstacles are too large to set up a full cruise guide training program in
Longyearbyen. There is however large enough interest for module 1 – web based basic course for
AECO to recommend this being developed and offered for cruise guides. This may be a start of a
potential development towards additional modules in the future. As none of the hearing partners
expressed strong objections to the proposed content of the basic course the recommendation is to
develop and set up the course and described under “project group discussion”.

Way forward
Given necessary finances and resources AECO will take initiative to develop present module 1 of the
Svalbard guide training into a web-based course for cruise guides with topics relevant for cruise
guides. This involves discussions and agreements with UNIS and Svalbard Tourism - and adding topics
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and literature to the present course. In addition a web-based test needs to be developed from
scratch.
AECO believe setting up such a course can be organized as a separate project which may qualify for
subsidies from Svalbard Environmental Fund.
The development of a practical cruise guide course will be postponed until experiences have been
gained from the basic cruise guide course.
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